Listing S5: An example PySB model of a MAPK cascade. Included for comparison with the LBS-κ MAPK cascade model. Lines 1-15 dene the cycle module. Lines 17-25 dene the agents, here called monomers. Lines 27-31 contain the module instantiations. Each of these three blocks have similar blocks in the corresponding LBS-κ model. Because PySB distinguishes between sites for binding and sites with internal states, some sites are separated into two in the PySB model; we use the "b"-prex for sites which are used for binding, and the "m"-prex for sites which have modication state. The syntax of PySB is otherwise inherited from Python, a detailed description of which is outside the scope of this comparison. We note that, although we have attempted to construct a model which is equivalent to the LBS-κ model, we have not been able to verify that the the models do indeed translate to equivalent at models. § 
